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SGA to propose anti-gun bill of opinion 
Senator hopes to collect 13,000 student signatures 
BY KELLY JASPER 
senior writer 
With guns on campus, 
freshman Sara Lunsford said 
she'd worry about her safety. 
So now the student 
government senator is seeking 
13,000 student signatures in 
support of a proposed bill of 
opinioa expected to reach the 
Student Senate by Tuesday's 
meeting. The bill backs 
JMU's weapons policy, which 
prohibits carrying a concealed 
weapon on campus. 
"Why is there any need 
to have guns on campus?" 





the Virginia T" 
General Assembly, 
should be included in the Code 
of Virginia," she said. "Colleges 
have the right to make reason- 
able weapons policies." 
Keezletown resident David 
Bnggman filed a lawsuit 
last week that challenges the 
"This 
university's authority to prevent 
him from carrying guns on school 
property. Bnggman. who has 
a permit and frequently drives 
through campus, maintains that 
the weapons policy contradicts 
state code. 
"Bringing up this bill only 
proves that JMU isn't acting 
within state law," he said. 
But Lunsford said her con- 
cerns ultimately lie in student 
safety. "If he wins, we won't be 
as safe," the senator said. 
As a non-binding bill meant 
to express student opinion, the 
proposal requires 200 signatures 
to be considered and nearly 
1,600 — 10 percent of the stu- 
dent body — to be passed. She 
hopes to reach at least 13,000 
by collecting signatures on the 
commons today, Friday and 
Saturday from 2 to 5 p.nv 
In comparison, SGA's last 
signature-rallying attempt 
garnered about 2,700 signatures 
in support of the dispensing of 
emergency contraception pills. 
Lunsford said the extra 
signatures would signal how 
strongly students support 
the policy. 
Students  should   support 
the bill because JMU has a legal 
right to enact a weapons policy, 
the senator said. Lunsford cites 
two court cases as evidence. 
One states that a campus is 
a place set aside for "peaceful 
use" by students and faculty. The 
other states a university's policies 
are deemed reasonable if they 
prevent "interference with the 
'normal activities' of the institution 
regardless or whether the intent 
in violating the regulation [is) 
Vftdant or peaceful.'" 
"I have unassailable legal 
evidence." Lunsford said. "JMU 
is acting within its rights to pro- 
tect students." 
Remnants of Hurricane Jeanne flood campus and causa tha university to dOM at 3:15 p.m. Tuesday Top right, frashmsn Brlenne McFarland and 
sophomore Rachai Ledebuhr splash In tha pwMee. Bottom left, freshman McKende Heary gats raady to throw mud at haf Msnds. a t ( t* i 
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Spanky's promises to pay workers, stay open 
BY ALISON FAROO 
senior writer 
Spanky's restaurant in downtown 
Harrisonburg has lost more than 
$200,000 in the past six months between 
the closing of Spanky's Express in April 
and alleged restaurant theft, according 
lo the chain's chief financial officer. 
"The store now doesn't generate 
sufficient revenue to cover our costs," 
Spanky's CFO Billy Mitchell said. 
(nminal investigations, unpaid 
""ployees and failure to pay taxes on 
time have since plagued the business. 
SUM pod. 
Roland "Spanky" Macher, owner of 
*« restaurant, asserted that a few ex- 
«™ployees stole money, pictures, food 
and a computer from the restaurant 
I came in one day and all, the 
liquor was gone, all the beer was 
gone. They had no food. Nothing," 
Macher said. "You couldn't even get 
waited on in here." 
Macher said he has been working 
with the Harrisonburg Police Department 
and his bank to correct the problems. 
"When I get on something, I get 
on it like dirt under a fingernail," 
Macher said. 
Macher asserted that a former 
employee forged checks in his name 
to buy personal items, and the bank 
continued taking the checks after he 
contacted the office several times. 
"We started bouncing checks all 
around town," Macher said. "|A for- 
mer employee) wrote about 35 checks 
and signed my name, just 'Spanky.' 
Well, thaf s ridiculous. If s like writing 
'Howdy Doody.'" 
He also filed several reports with the 
HPD for stolen cash and pictures, but 
said the police haven't come through to 
his expectations. 
"I am nobody," Macher said. "You 
can't beat them." 
Even though police investigated 
a former manager, no arrests have 
been made. 
"Based on statements and the evi- 
dence, we were unable to substantiate 
a probable cause that we would need 
to make a charge against that person," 
HPD investigator Terry Warlitner said. 
Because no charges or arrests were 
made, HPD cannot give out any infor- 
mation about the case, according to 
HPD Lt. Richard Sites. 
Sites said all reports are followed 
up on by an investigator if they meet 
two standards of criteria — they 
either have to constitute a felony or 
serious misdemeanor. 
"If the investigator checks out all 
possible leads and comes to a dead end, 
at that point that case would be made 
inactive," Sites said. 
Despite HPLYS conclusions, Macher 
said he is missing thousands of dollars. 
Unpaid < 
With money being an issue, several 
employees of Spanky's said they are 
not being paid. Five claims were made 
to the Virginia Department of Labor 
and Industry between May 10 and 
Sept 10, according to Parti Bell DOLI 
pdlcy analyst 
Bell cannot release any information 
about the claims because they are still 
under investigation, she said. 
One of the people who filed a claim, 
junior Justin Petty, worked as a deli 
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BY GEARY COX 
news editor 
A suspect was arrested 
Wednesday night in connection 
with a string of cases involving 
a trespasser entering the apart- 
ments of females and lying in 
bed with the victims while they 
slept, police said. 
In some cases, the suspect 
fondled the victims. 
Arnold A. Adjetey, 23, of 1922 
Sunchase Drive, was charged 
with 18 counts of felony break- 
ing and entering and two felony 
counts of sexual battery. 
Adjetey is a student at Blue 
Ridge Community College, 
according to the Harrisonburg 
Police Department. Adjetey 
currently is being held without 
bail at Rockingham County Jail, 
police said. A bond hearing in 
the case is scheduled for Oct. 5. 
Since January 2003,18reports 
have been filed by female vic- 
tims with the HPD. Reports 
were filed by females primarily 
living in student housing com- 
plexes along Devon Lane. 
The victims said they were 
accosted by an unknown indi- 
vidual who entered through 
unlocked doors and would lay 
beside them while they slept 
according to the HPD, Often 
referring to the women as "Jen" 
or "Rebecca," the suspect report- 
edly became very apologetic 
once discovered by the females. 
Early in 2000, Adjetey Was 
charged and found guilty of mis- 
demeanor indecent exposure. 
He was sentenced to a one-year 
suspended jail sentence, accord- 
ing to court documents. 
In February of this year, 
Adjetey was charged with a 
second incident of indecent 
exposure, found guilty, fined 






BY KATIE O'DOWD 
staff writer 
A former U.S. ambassador 
to Egypt and Israel will speak 
tonight as part of International 
Week in Wilson HaU at 7:30 p.m. 
Ambassador Edward Walker 
is the President and CEO ol 
the Middle East Institute, a 
Washington-based think tank 
on Middle East policy. Before 
beginning his current position 
in 2001, Ambassador Walker 
worked with Secretary of 
State Colin Powell and former 
Secretary of State Madeleine 
Albnght As the former U.S. 
ambassador to Egypt and Israel, 
Walker advocated for a return 
to the peace negotiations in the 
Israeli-Palestinian conflicts. 
"We thought International 
Week would be a wonderful 
opportunity for Walker to speak 
at JMU, especially in light of 
this year's theme," said Thomas 
Lavenir, assistant director of 
international programs with the 
Center for Multicultural and 
International Student Services 
(CMISS). This year's theme is 
"Explore the World: Crossroads 
to Understanding." 
The Office of International 
Programs, CMISS and Hillel 
brought Walker to JMU to t 
set SHAKER, page 5 
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I was little, and I 
s kung fu flght- 
with my dad. I 
it to kick his 
bow and I broke 
toe. I had to wear 
cast from my big 
to my knee." 
Biology 
Freshman 
pst friend My be
owed me a new 
rcise kick I tried 
nd i accidentally 
ked the wall and 
*e my toe." 
DUKE DAYS Events Calendar 
Friday, Oct. 1 
There will be a law school fair from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. in the College Center Grand Ballroom Law school 
representatives will be available to answer questions, discuss programs, explain application procedures and share 
other information. For more information, visit our Web site af: www.lmu.6dulaacdlcaro6rtmrllaw_sehool_1wr.titm 
Saturday, Oct. 2 
Phi Sigma Pi presents the third annual 3 Miles for MS Walk at 11 a.m. at the College Center. The cost is $10 ahead 
of time or $15 on the day of race. For more information contact Ryan Tibbins at tibbenrp 
Sunday, Oct. 3 
Canterbury Episcopal Campus Ministry will be holding Holy Eucharist at 5 p.m. The service will be followed by a 
home-cooked meal. All are welcome. The Canterbury House is on Main Street, across from the Quad and Buffalo 
Wild Wings. Any questions, please contact Mae at condonme. 
freshman 
SPOTLIGHT 
How did you break 
your first bone? 
"I was learning to 
snowboard, and I. 
was getting bett 
but on my last ru> 
I wiped out and 
broke my wrist." 
"I was playing a jokj 
on my grandmoth 
and pretend:i 
fall down the stair* 
As I was following j 
her, I really did fall; 
but she thought 1 
was still Joking Shi_ _ 
left me down there.   Management 
but I was unconscious     Freshman 
because I had cracked 
open my skull." 
POLICE LOG 
BY SHARON SCHHT 
news intern 
Grand Larceny 
A JMU student reported a bicycle and cable lock stolen at Converse Hall 
between Sept. 21 at 4 p.m. and Sept. 25 at 2:30 a.m. 
Four JMU students had cash removed from their purses and a CD case 
missing from White Hall between Sept. 8 at 2:45 p.m. and Sept. 26 at 5 p.m. 
Property Damage 
A non-student broke out a glass door at C-section of Huffman Hall on 
Sept. 25 at 3:45 a.m. 
A non-student reported that an unknown subject tore a rear windshield 
washer from a vehicle parked in R-7 Lot between Sept. 23 at 9 p.m. and 
Sept. 26. at 7 a.m. 
Total parking tickets since Aug. 19: 4,246 
Total drunk in public charges since Aug. 19: 32 
CORRECTIONS 
In the house editorial in the Sept. 23 issue 
of 77ie Breeze, we said it was illegal to shout, 
"Firel" in a burning building. How many of 
you believed us? It must be a lot because we 
only heard from one person who questioned 
our statement 
Since we donl want to be responsible for 
killing hundreds of JMU students if ever there 
is a fire on campus, we officially change our 
position on this matter. If you find yourself in 
a burning building, go ahead and yell, "Fire!" 
In fact, we'd encourage you to yell, "Fire!" as 
loud as you can and to pull the nearest fire 
alarm 
Only if there is no fire would we encour- 
age you to keep your mouth shut. As maybe 
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Thm SnMa-a. BTe student-run newspaper of James Madison University, serves student and faculty read- 
ership by reporting newt involving the campus and local community The Breeie strives to be impartial 
and tor in a reporting and tarty betevee in its First Amendment rights 
Contact Us 
The Breeze is published Monday 
and Thursday momngs and 
distributed throughout James 
Madiaon University and the local 
Hamsonburg community. Com- 
ments and complaints should be 
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■ How lo place a classified: Go 
k) www.frafjree2e.0ry and dick 
on the classified Imk or come 
Mo sle office weekdays between 
8 am. and 5 pm 
■ Coat $5 00 tor the first 10 
words. $3 for each additional 10 
words, boxed classified. S10 per 
column inch 
■ Deadlines: noon Friday for 
Monday issue, noon Tuesday lor 
Thursday issue. 
■ Claasiteds must be paid In 
advance rt The Breeze office 
Mailing address: 
TheBreeze 
G1 Arrthony-Seeger Hall 
MSC (3805 
James Madison University 
Hamsonburg, Virginia 22807 
Phone:(540)568-6127 
Fu: (540) 568-6736 
hair 
Barber Shop & Styling Salon 
$6.00 Haircuts 
Flattops, High & Tights, Fades, Perms, Highlights, 







33 West, Hamsonburg 
Directly across from Rockingham New Holland 
We want YOU 
for The Breeze. 
Now accepting resumes for 
Advertising Account Executive 
Submit resumes to 
Matt Lastner or Bree Mills 
(tn the basement of Anothony-Stcgcr) 
by Wednesday, 
October 13th. 
Call 540.568.6127 or 
e-mail the_breeze@jmu.edu 
for more information. 
pony's 1^ 
f£0UCh pjj^      Conege students: 
Everyday Special 
iL        m Any 12" sub 
w/fries & drink 
$4.99 




540 801 8160 
22 Terry Drive 
(Behind Kroger) 
Pizza • Pasta eSubs 
Now 2 locations 
to serve you! 
540 432 0200 
1762 South Main Street 
Marrisonburg, VA 22801 
* 
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Sorority sponsors breast 
cancer awareness events 
Zeta Tau Alpha sorority 
is holding its fourth annual 
Breast Cancer Awareness 
events throughout October. 
The group will fund raise 
all month in order to donate 
money to the Susan G. Komen 
Breast Cancer Foundation 
Today, the sorority will 
hold Zetas Scoop at Bruster's 
from 6 to 10 p.m. 
The sisters will be scoop- 
ing ice cream and 25 per- 
cent of the proceeds will be 
given to the foundation. 
The group also will be 
selling pink Madison and 
black BCA ribbon t-shirts 
and handing out pink rib- 
bons on the commons today 
from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. 
E-mail Katie Miller at 
milleikl or Kaitlyn Hacked at 
hackctka with questions. 
I .V holds land mine 
training on campus 
Officials from 17 of the 
world's most land mine- 
plagued nations are meeting 
at JMU though Oct. 22 for 
leadership, human resource 
management and war re- 
construction training. 
Through JMU's Mine Ac- 
tion Center, the United Nations 
IX*velopment Program courses 
■ire being held in classrooms at 
the College of Integrated Sci- 
ence and Technology. 
The program will provide 
training to representatives 
from countries such as Af- 
ghanistan, Columbia, Croatia, 
Iraq, Lebanon, Somalia, Sri 
Lanka and Sudan. 
Students and faculty 
also are participating in the 
project, with faculty teach- 
ing many of the courses and 
students providing logistical 
support for the officials. 
Businesses look for future employees at fair 
CAROLYN WAI-SHR •rmor phaogmpller 
Sank* Cam Beknosto receives Information about Putte Homes from Ashley Wilkinson 
(•04), a satM associate, at the Career Fair Monday In the CoNege Center Grand Ballroom. 
UPB begins team to 
advertise new events 
BY STEPHANIE STRAUSS 
staff writer 
A group of students with 
the University Program Board 
will begin a new form of inter- 
active event and activity pro- 
motion by taking their adver- 
tising and publicity efforts to 
the streets of campus. 
"The UPB Street Team is 
just what it sounds like," said 
sophomore Ashley Hunter, a 
Street Team leader. "We are a 
team of UPB volunteers that 
get to go out on the 'streets' 
all over campus and promote 
UPB programs. We come up 
with some pretty creative ways 
of promoting our events." 
The team was created 
last semester as an alter- 
nate source of advertising by 
Hunter and other UPB mem- 
bers, according to sophomore 
Kate Rutecki, UPB director of 
event promotions. 
The goal of the street 
team is to create an electric 
sense of excitement about 
events brought to campus 
by UPB, Rutecki said. 
The street team aims to 
generate a positive response 
by students to UPB-sponsored 
events, Rutecki said. 
The group will also "mo- 
tivate the JMU community to 
attend UPB events and encour- 
age interest in volunteering for 
UPB as a whole," she added. 
Rutecki said that the street 
team was designed to make 
UPB promotion more person- 
al through direct interaction 
with students. 
see TEAM, page 5 
Alternative Spring Break trips to start sign ups, fund raising 
BY RACHANA DIXIT 
contributing writer 
The Alternative Spring Break pro- 
gram plans to take international trips 
to destinations such as Jamaica, Domi- 
nica and the Bahamas. 
Sign-ups for the international trips 
this year will be held on Oct. 25 in Wil- 
son Hall, room 204, and the domes- 
tic trips sign-up will be Nov. 18 in the 
Highlands Room in the College Center. 
In the past, when the trip sign-ups 
were in the morning, people started 
lining up early the night before. Every- 
one who was going to come was there 
around 11 p.m. or 12 a.m., said senior 
Michelle Moravec, a student coordina- 
tor for Alternative Spring Break. 
Moravec said the program takes 
international and domestic service 
trips every year. Often the trips have 
one of four service focuses, which 
include children and youth, health 
issues, environmental issues and 
hunger and homelessness. "It's an 
intense way to get people involved 
in service," Moravec said. 
Despite the fact that the program 
has been scheduling trips to Florida 
since 1992 due to Hurricane Andrew 
clean-up, fund-raising efforts by 
the students change annually. Fund 
r .using is done only for international 
trips, Moravec said. 
Lorelei Esbenshade, assistant direc- 
tor of the program, said that in the past, 
students have scheduled concerts on 
It's an intense way to 
get people involved in 
service. 
— Mkhelle Moravec 
senior, ASB student coordinator 
?* — 
campus, done concessions during 
sporting events, have sold shirts and 
done letter-writing campaigns. 
People who have gone on the trips 
have said that they have thoroughly 
enjoyed it. Moravec said that, initial- 
ly, she first signed up because it was 
something to do over Spring Break, but 
she came out of it loving the service, 
the program and the people. 
Senior Leah Goodman, a student 
coordinator, went to a transitional liv- 
ing home for women and children last 
year in Kansas City, Mo. 
The home was designed for 
women who either abused alcohol or 
drugs or were physically abused by 
someone else. "It was one of those 
experiences that was life changing," 
Goodman said. 
Each trip will include nine students, 
two student leaders and one JMU fac- 
ulty member. Students will be picked 
on a first come, first served basis. 
Want an easy way to 
reel in your customers? 
Place an ad in The Breeze. 
call 568-6127 
LESSON 01. HELP THE ENVIRONMENT... 
WASH AT A PROFESSIONAL CAR WASH! 
1110 Virginia Ave (RT42 North) 
3171 SMainSt(RT11 South) 
1926 Deyene Ave (Behind Valley Mall) 
1041 W Market St (RT33 West) 
(540) 433-5800 
www.miraclecarwashonline.com 
Services may vary by location 
LESSON #2. MIRACLE WASH CARDS SAVE MONEY! 
The card is FREE 
Every 6" wash it free 
Prepaid option (20% student bonus with ID) 
See attendant or on the web at www miradewashcard com 
LESSON MX SPOT FREE RINSE = LESS WORK = MORE PLA Y' 
mmmrnm 
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UbcicjwdetcWUniversity Eyecare 
\CL 
Across from Blueridge Hall! 
' -* 600 University Blvd. 
1 433-2867 
f Mori   ■ 
 i >a m    7 oop m 
00 p.m. 
Hometown Music 









SAVE \0% OF? REGULAR 
; PRICE ON ANY PURCHASE. 
! Miilmia iMMlHi Mayiwtki 
;  tRplW to tali prteM. otW offari of 
ilKoaatt or tptlU to lirMiyi. 
ExtlrM IMSJ 10/09/04 
Dr. Franklin A. Cerrone, P.P. 
> Comprehensive Eye Exams • Treatment & Management ol Eye Disease 
1 Contact Lens Evaluations • Refractive Laser Surgery Management 
Walk-ins Welcome 
10% Discount on professional service and eyewear 
to JMU students & faculty with JAC card 
Located next to Wal-Mart 




2 for HO 
2 Medium, 1-Topping Pizzas 
Still hungry? Try our 





10:30 am-1:30 am 
Spicy Buffalo or Mild Chipotle BBQ 
Served with Bleu Cheese or Ranch Sauce 
Ask about our 
lunch and late-night specials! 
Friday—Saturday 








Sarvlca to all major alrporta 
Whaatchair accaaalbla vahlclaa 
Prompt, Courteous Service 
24 Hours a day, 7 days a week • Very flexible, part time positions available 
Get in shape 
shliw,th 
or just hang out 
and play some pool. 
119/ Devon Lane 
Harnsonburg, VA 
432-/00/ 
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SPEAKER: Hillel brings 
former ambassador 
sn.AKER.from page 1 
about the current situation in the 
Middle East. 
Ambassador Walker inter- 
vened to establish dialogue in 
Israeli and Palestinian regions, 
according to Lavenir. 
Hillel, JMU's Jewish student 
organization, looked to bring 
someone to speak about Israel's 
side of the conflict in response to 
pro-Palestinian speakers at JMU in 
the past, according to junior Daniel 
Teweles, Hillel president. 
"[Hillel] thought the best way 
to respond was to bring an offi- 
cial  speaker   with  an   insider's 
perspective, rather than someone 
who would just focus on Israel," 
Teweles said. 
Sophomore Katie Kindig said, 
"I think that it is opportunities 
like this that enable [Americans] 
to have a better understanding of 
other cultures." 
Ambassador Walker's speech is 
one of the many events celebrating 
diversity at JMU this week. 
"We live in a global village 
whether we want to or not, both 
on and off this campus," Lavenir 
said. "It is a matter of knowing 
how to best leam more about the 




VPB, from page 3 
"Last year, we had a lot of fun 
promoting by booking the com- 
mons and getting the word out," 
sophomore Claire Goget said. 
Hunter said that the street 
team will be doing promotion in 
the next month for the Black Eyed 
Peas show at the Convocation 
Center Nov. 13. 
According to Rutecki, one idea 
the group is "extremely stoked" 
about is similar to the way Publish- 
er's Clearinghouse works. A random 
winner will be picked and someone 
will show up at their door with a 
huge ticket to the Black Eyed Peas 
anna go 
apple picking? 
Check out the October issue of a la Carte. 




times for late 
tax payments 
SPANKY'S, from page 1 
supervisor   from   October 
2003 to June 2004. He is w,nt 
ing to hear back from DOLI. 
Senior Travis Hampton 
was a cook at Spanky's 
from October 2002 to May 
2003 and sued Macher ear- 
lier this year for not being 
paid to do extra chores for 
him, which included tak- 
ing goods to an auction in 
northern Virgim.i 
"'You'll get paid.' Thaf s 
what he always tells peo- 
ple. 'Don't worry, you'll get 
paid,'" said Hampton, who 
won the lawsuit and was 
awarded $500. 
Macher said the reason 
many employees weren't 
being paid was because a 
former employee didn't 
have them fill out time cards 
or tax forms. 
"You can't stay in busi- 
ness if you do this kind of 
stuff," Macher said. "They 
are going to get paid." 
Late tax payment* 
Spanky's has been shut 
down three times since 
July for failure to pay 
taxes — most recently last 
Friday, when Macher owed 
more than $2,500 in meal 
taxes to the city. Meal taxes 
are a portion of customers' 
bills that are supposed to 
be held by the restaurant 
and then totaled and hand- 
ed over at the end of the 
month, said Harrisonburg 
treasurer Rebecca Neal. 
"It's not supposed 
to be used as working 
capital," Neal said. "And, 
unfortunately, they were 
not turning over those tax 
payments." Neal said she 
sent several notifications 
to the corporate office 
in Roanoke as standard 
procedure, but without 
money in hand, she had to 
close the restaurant. 
"We actually should 
have closed them a couple 
of months ago," Neal said. 
"But we were trying to 
work with them and they 
didn't come through." 
Within 30 minutes of- 
padlocking the door, Neal 
said she had the oi-.li m 
her office. 
"We are not always 
timely on our payments," 
CFO Mitchell said. Til be 
the first to admit that, and 
I had to scramble to get the 
money. ... We will keep 
fighting to keep the instilu- 
tion going." 
Neal said Spanky's Is 
one of about five places 
that sell prepared food and 
beverages in Harrisonburg 
that haven't been paying 
its taxes on time. There are 
about 212 of these estab- 
lishments in Harrisonburg, 
according to Ruth Craig, a 
deputy in theCommissionrr 
of Revenue's office. 
Currently, Macher is act- 
ing as general manager of 
the Harrisonburg restau- 
rant, and owns three other 
Spanky's around Virginia. 
"I went 25 years without 
a violation," Macher said 
"And now, all of a sudden, 
I get tin- 
tMMII 
Cheer your team to victory. 
Shop the best selection of team apparel and gift s.     ) 
Stop by the store before 
every home game for your 
FREE 
y^oi SDjrit souvenir! 
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HOUSE EDITORIAL 
'Facebook' helps students avoid real friends 
Do you ever wonder what 
life would be like if you never 
had to leave your room to 
make friends? 
For   now,    we'll 
still wonder. But a new 
Web site, www.lhefact- 
book.com, is trying to 
change that. 
When we meet 
someone    on    the 
Quad, we don't ex- 
change lists of po- 
litical orientations. 
When   we   stroll 
through the com- 
mons,   we   don't 
compile   archives 
of home addresses 
and class schedules 
— at least most of us 
don't. And that's the way 
things should stay, because some 
information is meant to remain private. 
Thefocebook.com doesn't agree. 
The newest stalkers paradise, the site al- 
lows students to share almost anything with 
the world — or at least among the world's 
registered users. 
Thefactbook.com only fosters ■ mindless, egois- 
tic competition. The site's irirmj , ountarls a laugh- 
able attempt to track superficial popularity. Nobody 
with real friends cares about who has more friends. 
Beside the pointless facade of communication 
the Web site supplies, lhefacebook.com is boring. 
rtl.l'rt JEMN7. WRMNf, 
KNOW moRE? ... 6o i» T»t 
Utf or *y ^eccwOMS 
^l A»j> ftu. reoTce 
X'4% ffier  IN THE 
*«« art  foot* ... 
With no real interaction, the site doesn't have a 
purpose. Social interaction can't transmit through 
a plastic mouse. A Web site can't supply the di- 
mension of friendships real relationships do. Go 
out and meet people instead. 
Some say they do meet people in the real 
world, that the site is just another method to stay 
connected. We don't buy it. 
There is no fun in a friendship gone digital, 
especially when that quasi-relationship relies on 
the absurd love child of instant messenger and 
lwejournal.com. Thefacebook.com offers no desir- 
able alternative to our current, albeit still imper- 
sonal, digital interactions. Nobody should wish 
yet another fictitious community on someone 
they title "friend." 
The only benefit thefacebookcom offers is conve- 
nience. But in the world of relationships, who cares? 
Online dating-like profiles leave little to the imagi- 
nation. Besides, pictures and profiles lie. 
Why not just read the phone book? 
It might be a more productive way to spend 
time. With more than 2,200 JMU students reg- 
istered, college students must have too little to 
do. The profile creation, friend scanning and 
constant updates must take hours. One only can 
imagine what real friendships could be forged 
III the same amount of time. 
What's truly at stake, though, is more than a 
petty argument on the merits of a student's sched- 
ule. We fear the loss of one of society's an 
pleasures — real social  interaction, for which 
there is no substitute. 
Hitting a "confirm" button to befriend 
another simply won't do. 
THE OTHER SIDE OF THE DF.SK 
Voting is easy and every 
vote counts in election 
DEBDA JACOBSON 
JONATHAN MILES 
guest faculty columnists 
As we approach election 
day — Tuesday, Nov. 2 — we 
urge all of you to vote. You 
owe it to your country and 
to the people who are risking 
their lives in Afghanistan and 
Iraq. Most importantly, you 
owe it to yourself. 
Since the last presiden- 
tial race was decided by so 
few votes, the evidence is in 
— every vote counts. Make 
sure your voice and the voic- 
es of your fellow students are 
heard this time around 
This year, the presiden- 
tial candidates differ funda- 
mentally on major issues as 
diverse as job creation, health 
care, the budget deficit, ener- 
gy and environmental policy, 
foreign affairs and terrorism. 
The candidate who wins will 
take our country in very dif- 
ferent directions than his op- 
ponent would have. There- 
fore, many of us are convinced 
that this is the most important 
election of our lifetimes 
So, what can you do? 
First register to vote — and 
do so as soon as possible. In most 
states, you must be registered 30 
days before the Nov. 4 election, so 
time is running out. Most states 
now provide voter registration 
forms at their Election Board 
Web site. In the Commonwealth 
of Virginia, for instance, you can 




Second, leam the difference 
between the candidates' posi- 
tions; each candidate has set 
forth his views on his respec- 
tive Web site. On top of that. 
the three presidential debates 
are likely to provide valuable 
insights into the two men's 
ideas. Many other sources of 
information are available on 
the Internet, in the media and 
in scores of recent books. 
Third, vote, either by absen- 
tee ballot or in person. As for 
absentee voting, states gener- 
ally allow full-time students to 
vote by mail before the election. 
Most counties provide absentee 
ballots on their Web sites. You 
can access your county's Web 
site through the National As- 
sociation of Counties Web site 
— httpJtwww.iuico.orgl — un- 
der the "about counties" menu. 
If the county does not have a 
Web site, the county profile will 
contain a telephone number 
for the county election board's 
office that you can contact. If 
you vote by mail, however, 
you carefully must observe the 
deadlines for requesting your 
ballot and mailing it back. Gen- 
erally, you should request your 
ballot a month before election 
day and return it five days in 
advance. Many communities 
allow you to vote absentee "in 
person" in specified places be- 
fore the election. Under these 
procedures, you merely walk 
in and vote. Locations and 
times generally are listed at the 
county Web site, or you can 
find them by calling the county 
election board. 
Whichever candidate you 
prefer, don't miss the oppor- 
tunity to exercise your mos! 
important right and obliga- 
tion as a citizen. 
Debra jacobson is a law pro- 
fessor al the George Washington 
University. 
lonathan Miles is an integrat- 
ed science and technology profes- 
sor at James Madison Utmrrsitu 
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR 
JMU fans were 'obnoxious' at VWU 
I went to see my beloved Mountaineers of West Virginia 
University play your Dukes today. The only tickets left were 
near the visitors' section. 
Shortly before the game, it occurred to me that there 
could be good natured verbal sparring. We were supposed 
to win big, after all —your fans probably realized it also was 
in their interest to be good natured. 1 was buoyed with a 
feeling of good sportsmanship. 
It didn't take long for that feeling to get squelched. On 
JMU's first series, someone on your side of the aisle started giv- 
ing the guy behind me a hard time because JMU had more first 
downs. Someone else joined him. 
The banter continued throughout the first quarter. Why 
would your fans mouth off like this surrounded by home team 
fans? I felt myself growing irritated. JMU is way outclassed, 
take the banter with a grain of salt, I told myself. But the arro- 
gant comments, the exaggerated cheering and chanting "Over- 
rated!" put me over the top. I didn't have to be a good hostess 
anymore; these were the most obnoxious visitors I have seen 
since the University of Notre Dame was in town. 
Now, it became fun to stand up and cheer facing your sud- 
denly very quiet section, to keep cheering and to take delight 
in the silence of such an arrogant, snobby, obnoxious bunch of 
fans. I even felt myself hoping we'd pour it on instead of put- 
ting in the second and third string, but, of course, we didn't. 
Cathy Meighen 
Morgantowa W.V. 
Streamers at football games start new tradition 
For the thousands of JMU fans at the Lock Haven 
l Diversity football game this year, you probably noticed 
something different — a trial run of 1,000 purple and gold 
streamers flying through the air. Through grassroots work 
by students and proud alumni, it has been made rirhtHn 
for streamers to be passed out at all of the home game- llns 
year. Nearly 2,000 streamers will litter the stands of Bridge- 
forth Stadium for each remaining game this season. 
What I ask of the student body, first and foremost, is to 
,unie to the game and support your Dukes. With a strong 
2-1 start to the year, the Dukes are ready for a big year and 
playoff run. I ask that you arrive half an hour early, as fes- 
tivities and pre-game introductions begin 30 minutes before 
kickoff. The streamers will be thrown as the team marches 
onto the field to the "JMU Fight Song." 
This can become a tradition that we all can be proud of, 
and we can say years from now that we were involved in 
starting it. To my knowledge, no other Division I program 
in the country docs this. We can blaze the trail and promote 
■•< tool spirit      it |ust takes half an hour of your time. 
The next JMU home game is tins Saturday, with kick- 
off set for 6 p.m. as your Dukes face off against the I lofMl ■ 
Pride 
I hnsiopher Nahlik 
senior kinesiology major 
THE WRITINC; ON THE WALL 
Goals of Christians are outreach, not hate 
BRIAN GOODMAN 
staff writer 
If we know nothing else, we 
know that University Program 
Board has a sick sense of humor. 
Someone, somewhere in Taylor 
Hall thought it would be a laugh 
riot to play the monumental 
"The Passion of the Christ" op- 
posite "Saved!", which is tanta- 
mount to asking Arnold Schwar- 
zenegger and Michael Moore to 
host the Academy Awards 
However, "Saved!" was 
as important a film to show at 
Grafton-Stovall Theatre as "The 
Passion" because of the paral- 
lels that can be seen between 
the film and our campus. The 
Christians in "Saved!" can be 
contrasted to Christians here 
in many ways, specifically in 
their dealings with the homo- 
sexual community — an issue 
the movie tackles head-on. 
On a national level, the 
state of relations between the 
church and the homosexual 
community has been strained 
at best, and it is little differ- 
ent at JMU. Such a cold rela- 
tionship is not necessarily de- 
served — it is more a case of a 
bad apple spoiling the bunch. 
In their own special way. 
homosexuals have become 
the lepers of our time and 
Christians the Pharisees. 
Christians  have become so 
afraid of appearing to "en- 
courage the lifestyle," or 
even of appearing gay, that 
they avoid the issue and the 
people like witches do water 
The dilemma is the widely 
held belief that in order to 
become a Christian, one must 
first be heterosexual, though 
nowhere in the Bible does it 
state that being straight is j 
prerequisite for being saved. 
In fact, the Bible makes the 
same case that homosexuals 
have made for years — people 
cannot change themselves 
on their own accord, which 
is why Christians say Christ 
had to die for us. If any of us 
could change ourselves in any 
worthwhile respect, we'd just 
as well get ourselves to heav- 
en, and his death would have 
been of no consequence. 
According to Christians, 
C hnst's death is how some- 
one begins a relationship with 
God in which sin is forgiven 
and growth begins. Except 
for homosexuals, who are 
largely under the impression 
that lesus' love is contingent 
upon their becoming straight, 
which is not the case. Gospel 
truth is true for gays, too. But 
with Christians missing in ac- 
tion, there is no one left to tell 
the homosexual community 
that Jesus loves them, too. 
Or better yet. there is no 
one left to show them. The last 
thing that homosexuals — bat- 
tle-scarred as they are need 
is someone they don't know 
attempting to win their conver- 
sion. Cliche" though it may be, 
people don't care how much 
you know until they know how 
much you care. Therefore, we 
Christians need to act as the 
ambassadors we claim to be 
— acting out the love of Christ 
instead of just talking about it. 
Not being afraid of befriend- 
ing a homosexual person is a 
great place to start, heaven for- 
bid. Another is getting involved 
with at least one of the Christian 
organizations on campus, most 
of whom have "loving the cam- 
pus   style outreaches 
One such example is com- 
ing up this Saturday — the 5k 
AIDS Run/Walk, a joint ven- 
ture between Harmony and 
Intervarsiry Christian Fellow- 
ship. All proceeds from the $10 
registration fee will go to the 
Valley AIDS Network. 
This cooperative event is 
a good first step to demon- 
strating the Gospel on our 
campus. Other organizations 
also have proactive ways of 
reaching out too, and it is our 
responsibility to get involved. 
It i- high time we Christians 
i.uneoiit of the closet. 
Brian Gcwifmiiii is an unde- 
clared sophomore. 
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E-mail dans and pots to breezedp® holauU.com 
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and do not necessarily reflect the man. 
A "You-made-my-car-sare-tcxlrive-again" pat 
to the very patient guy that missed Sunday night 
football to check and refill my car's fluids. 
From a very appreciative girl who had no idea 
coolant was so important, and now understands why 
her other cars didn't last very long. 
A "wake-up-and-smell-the-carbs" dart to the 
girl ahead of me in line who quickly changed her 
macaroni and cheese order to green beans when 
her friend asked her if "that macaroni would 
help her keep her flat stomach." 
A junior girl who enjoys her curves, loves her love 
handles and took a double serving of macaroni and 
cheese that nighl in protest of you. 
A "you-guys-are-the-best" pat to the girls who 
generously stopped to help me lug half of my earth- 
ly possessions all the way from CISAT to Potomac. 
From a girl who never would have been able to 
make it any farther without your help. 
^,7AM*C 
A "that-was-the-best-prank-ever" pat to the 
person who put the empty, yellow parking ticket 
envelope on my windshield when I was illegally 
parked at a meter at 1 a.m. 
From a senior girl who almost pooped her pants 
when she saw Ihe dreaded envelope only to find out 
it was empty. 
A "sorry-I-shll-did-terrible-on-the-test" pat to 
the professor who gave me her textbook to study 
from after 1 lost mine. 
From a very grateful senior who is sure that sort of 
kindness doesn't happen at other universities. 
A "clean-your-plate" dart to the students 
who pile five half-eaten plates of food on their 
trays at D-hall. 
From a dish room student employee who doesn't 
like being up to her elbows in your wasted food. 
DAIRY liAIM 
ICE CRKAM 
Flavor of the Week: 
Caramel & 
Pralines 
^    Welcome Back, 
*>'        Students I 
JxQ 
it ME Wo* SI BMMMKftw* 
Down!own: 433-3917 
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AREA'S LARGEST SELECTION 
Quality Items For Your 
Home Including 
• Living Room 




• Outdoor Furniture 
• Accessories 
• And More  
2080 EVELYN BYRD AVE 
(Behind Valley Mall) 
I1ARRIS0NBURG, VA 
(540) 434-7619 
Harrisonburg OB/GYN Associates, PC 
C. Larry Whitten, MD  M. Catherine Slusher.MD  Louis E. Nelson, III, MD 
Herbert E. Bing, MO  Michael J. Botticelli, MD 
MaribethPLoynes, MD 
Sherry L. Mongold, FNP   Catherine E. Rittenhouse, FNP 
Now Accepting Appointments 
Monday-Friday 8:30-5:00 
Local (540) 434-3831 
Toll Free (800) 545- 3348 
James McHone 
narmony uroup & 
Inifnuirsiiy Christian Fellowship 
iMfMm'miiM.iiiiTA'a'riL 
is giving away 
Saturday October 2, 2004 
('.i/n Colleue Center 
another $ 100! 
Show up wearing a James McHone T-shirt to be in the running. 
JAMES ^CHOTSTE 
THE 
STUDY ABROAD FAIR 
antique J ewe 
For further race details visit www.jmuiv.com/HIV 
Don't hove a t-ihirt? Call 433-1833 
)IH IM«T II llli HI Hi: 11" IT HIT Til SWH* III3U3 
llllljl! Mllltctillll III' 
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WHAT A RECORD STORE SHOULD BE! 
Ur> m f* Pmi t * WMM* EM# 
m* 9999 —' 
KROGER SHOPPING CTR     WHAT A RECORD 
1790 96 E. Market St.      STORE SHOULD BE! 
Mori Sit IIS. Smday 124   Untin Before You Buy! 
WWW.PLAN9MUSIC.COM 
LEARN ABOUT 
STUDY ABROAD OPPORTUNITIES 
IN 
LONDON, FLORENCE, SALAMANCA, ANTWERP AND 
MORE! 
THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 30, 2004 
TRANSITIONS ROOM, WARRFN HAI.I 
11AM - 3PM 
CALL THE OFFICE OF INTIMATIOHH PROGRAMS 
*T 568.6419 FOR M0RF ^FORMATION. 
8 | THE BREEZE I THURSDAY, SEPT. 30, 2004 CROSSWORD 
EVERYDAY 4 7PM. $3.00 432-0610 SUPER CROSSWORD 
Thu NO COVER! KARAOKE DANCE PARTY 
Why Pay Cover To Have FunP 
Kitchen open till 3 a.m. 
(SEP 30th) 
Fri-4-Play <OCTIS., 
Wed- DJ Williams <OCT 6 
dothepub.com 











i bpp, M |M> 
5 Spanish ut\ 
10 Writer Silverstein 
14 Correctional 
19-vcra 
:il Church law 




25 Wnicr born 
I0/I6/18S6 
27 Win by - 
2* Cany remark? 
30 Wells or Tarbcll 
M "   the HMO! 
32 Hall's partner 
36 Spring mo. 
37 Fan 
40 Time to 00* 
43 Cunning 
44 Sayer and Delihcs 
46 Ballplayer Winlield 
47 Signiticant years 
48 Racer Luyendyk 
49 Composer Nino 
51 Bacteria 
54 Comic born 
10/5/1924 
56 Veterinarian bom 
10/3/1916 
«' Rabbit food 
60 Tiger food 
'»2 Actress Zodora 
63 Take inventory 
64 Clay clump 
67 Leading lady? 
68LandonorKjelhn 
70 Figs. 
71 Coach bom 
10/18/1919 
74 Entertainer born 
10/10/1946 
78 Pine product 
79 Patriotic org. 
80 Merry month 
81 Leading man? 
82 College exams 
85 Hurried 
87 On the briny 
89 Stringed instrument 
93 Actress K»i n 
10 17/1918 




101 Bard's river 
102 Maugham's "Cakes 
and-" 
103 Kindol mi 
in- VrinkH 
107 Part pugilists 
108 Walked 
109 Venus - 
112 Showed the way 
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iSt SB iSS SSSJ     1 
113 Consequences 
alternative 




121 Poet bom 
10/14/1894 
127 Actor bom 
10720/1882 
131 Saw 
132 Mine feature 
133 Permission 
134 Abhor 
135 Crow toe 
136 Glasgow girl 




1 Ooya'i "The Naked -" 
2 North Carolina campus 
3 London area 
4 Kermit's creator 
5 Master 
6 Delivery truck 
7 Lodging 
8 Hang over 
9 Use a 103 Across 
10 Where to see models 
11 Tcrrycloth inscription 
12 Spanish hero 
13 Rich 
14 Dachshund's dog 
ISYalie 
16 Nick of "Cape Fear" 
17 Actress MacDowell 
18 Dregs 
24 Where Hocks frolic 
26 Act like Amla 
29 Function 
33 Skater Lipinski 
34"-gobragh!" 
35 Cook clams 
38 Manifest 
39 - incognita 
40 Labor leader Eugene 
41 Notes from Verdi? 
42 Room divider 
45 Footfall 
48 Confuse 
50 Laotian native 
52 "Now We Are Sis" 
.Mllltnr 
53 Greek lawmaker 
55 Deficiency 
56 Hirt hit 
57 Turkish treat 
58CobbandHardin 
61 "A mouse!" 
65 Eccentric 
66 Frank book 
69 Nourished 
71 Roger of baseball 
72 Boiling 
73 Go fishing 
74 Big party 
75 Check out 
76 Poe crow 
77 Kuwaiti ruler 
78 Rocky hill 
80 Grows up 
83 Without care 
84 Word with metal 
or music 
86 Film 
88 In pieces 
90 Julie's "Doctor Zhivago" 
co-star 
91 Composer Schifrin 
92 Cut the payroll 
94 Guru's grounds 
95 Practical people 
97 At any time 
98 Soybean product 
104 Tire type 
106 Fit to feast on 
108 Chicken servings 
109 Singer Payne 
110 Regional 
111 Bamboo muncher 
114 Kind of cross 
115 Swamp stuff 
118 Bird food 
120 Castle ditch 
121 Tivolfs Villa d'~ 
122 Spare fare 
124 Actor Tognazzi 
125 Half of us 
126 "M-A'S'H" extras 
128 Trail 
129 "Hi. Horace!" 
130 Berlioz's "Troyens" 
NOW TAKING RESERVATIONS FOR THE 
2005-2006 SCHOOL YEAR! 
The Commons       South View Stone Gate Office Hours Monday - Friday 
8:30 - 5:30 
















Story by contributing writer Heather Hopkins 
Graphics by art director Jenny Chanthapanya • Art by contributing artist Robin Smith 
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Seniors, remember those golden fresh- 
man and sophomore years when semes- 
ters, as well as Dackpacks, were full and 
career planning was put off until tomor- 
row? Remember getting lost and how 
scary it was to meet new people and get 
involved at JMU? Remember needing 
a little leadership and counseling back 
then? Well today, freshman and sopho- 
mores have lucked out, and some of them 
are making their marks ... on Madison. 
There is a new leadership program at 
JMU this year, and it has been widely 
anticipated by students and faculty alike. 
Led by two student directors, juniors Jake 
Miller and Jess Misner, Make Your Mark 
On Madison is a recent addition to clubs 
and organizations. MYMOM is designed 
to get freshman and sophomores involved 
in different extracurricular activities 
around campus, with the hopes of creating 
new leaders  within the JMU community. 
"This is a brand new leadership skills 
development program run through Student 
Organization Services," said Miller, an 
Interdisciplinary    Social    Sciences    major 
Earlier in the semester, 75 freshmen and 
sophomores were selected to be in MYMOM 
through an application and interview process. 
After being chosen, those 75 students were taken 
by the MYMOM staff on a one-day kickoff retreat 
The members were put into five groups of 
15, led by two upperclassmen counselors 
Each group was named after a president of 
JMU: Burruss, Carrier. Duke, Miller or Rose 
"We really just did an introduction of the 
program — got them excited about what 
we're doing," Miller said. "We did some 
icebreakers with them in their councils, and 
also some  large-group  icebreakers so that  the whole group  feels cohesive." 
Miller added that the MYMOM staff members held competitions for 
the participants in order to build a sense of community within the groups. 
MYMOM's humble beginnings stem from an idea that the 
Associate   Director   of   Student   Organization   Services,   Kristin   Muncy,   had. 
"I decided to create a leadership program to be sponsored and orga- 
nized through SOS, since there didn't seem to be any programs like this avail- 
able on campus," Muncy said. "Jake Miller and Jess Misner volunteered 
to help  me  do this,  and  one afternoon in  my office,   MYMOM  was bom." 
Soon afterwards, counselors were cho- 
sen and ideas for the program were planned. 
"When Jake and Jess asked me if I would be inter- 
ested in being a counselor for MYMOM, I jumped at 
the opportunity," junior Kari Deputy said. "1 think 
MYMOM will be very beneficial to JMU — our 
program is a springboard for freshmen and 
sophomores who will be able to go out and be 
the next student leaders of this campus." 
Throughout the semester, students in 
MYMOM will participate in conferences includ- 
ing a diversity workshop with Steve Grande, 
director of Orientation and First Year Experience, 
an organizational values meeting with Mike 
Citro, director of Fraternity and Sorority 
Life and a meeting with Muncy called 
"Encouraging the Heart," which 
will discuss leadership models and the impor- 
tance of taking care of one's self and oth- 
ers. Once completed, members will partake In a 
final "Make Your Mark On Madison" banquet. 
Miller added that students involved in the 
program will gain awareness of personal values, 
leadership skills, group collaboration and deci- 
sion making by participating in these meetings. 
So what kind of person is involved in this 
organization? Aside from being a good student and 
leader, other factors go into the selection process. 
"I think that students who apply for 
MYMOM will be students who are genuine- 
ly interested in getting involved at JMU, and 
are looking to develop their leadership 
and confidence," said senior Alka Franceschi, a 
MYMOM counselor "It could be someone who 
has leadership experience from high school 
and wants to continue their involvement, or. it 
could also be someone who has never really 
been involved, and is looking for a way to start. 
Through Make Your Mark On Madison, 
students will learn the importance of being active participants in the JMU commu- 
nity, and will go on to become leaders of the clubs and organizations here at JMU. 
"There are so many people who just need a little extra motivation and guid- 
ance to realize their potential," said senior Bill Williams, a MYMOM stait 
selor. "Showing students that they don't have to be the generic leader, si 
them that leadership comes in many shapes and sizes is an important i 
of MYMOM, and one that could truly impact this campus in a pi 
To learn more about Make Your Mark On Madison and the organs 
activities,  visit the clubs and organizations Web site, wu-w.imueJ. 
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Hair Corra 
on 42 South a short distnnce from Super-Wnlrrarc Dayton. VA 540-879-2557 
Welcome Back Students! 




$6.00 Barber Cuts 
$9.00 Salon Cuts 
t 
Tanning Beds Year-Round 













$27.00 200 minutes 
S15.50 100 minutes 
$5.00 per session 
Last chance to save! 
$100 off 
MCAT Prep 
Save $100 when you enroll in a 
Kaplan MCAT course in September. 
Class starts in January at JMU! 
Call to make a deposit today on 











Test Prep and Admission* 
1-800-KAP  TEST 
kaptest.com/mcat 
■MOT m *. •mmmm nmtmm* « — mwiin * ***** MWci Co*m "On* 
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I HARRISONBURG 
JL BAPTIST CHURCH 
"•"it.i.ii » 
BNTCItHKDf 
Christianity and The Big Questions 
||   4) Is Jesus God? 
Caffeinated Worship @ 9 a.m. 
Classic Worship @ 11 a.m. 
www.hbcAlive.org 
501 South Main Street 
HAIR 
Beware! 
If you'd like to 
remove some hair — 
'Cause it's okay 'up here' 
bur not 'right there' — 
Well, now there's 
permanent hair reduction, 
Without the time 
or painful production! 






of unwanted hair. 
For a consultation, call: 
• MEADOU/CREST E.N.T. 
(540) 433-9399 
18*61617-9399 (Toll Free) 
igttanlYiaimtlirYSrmtte 
C. Wayne Gates. M.D. 3160 bmmMii Road 
Hamionbuig. VA 22*01 
GRADUATE EDUCATION MONTH 
OCTOBER 2004 
THIS YEAR MARKS THE 50TH ANNIVERSARY OF 
GRADUATE EDUCATION AT JAMES MADISON UNIVERSITY 
Law School Expo 
Graduate Student Picnic 
Financing Your Graduate 
Education 
Getting In to Competitive 
Graduate Schools 
Alternative Fall Break 
Regional Graduate Education 
Information Fair 
Information Session on 
JMU Graduate Programs 
Music Graduate Student Concert 
Kaplan GRE and NCAT 
Practice Testing 
"Future of Graduate Education" 
Speaker, Debra Stewart 
October 1, nam-2pm 
October 8, 4:30-Dusk 
October 4, 12 & 20, i-2pm 
October 12, 7-8:3opm 
"I 
October 15 
October 20, nam-3pm 
October 20, 2-3pm 
October 20, 6:30pm 
October 23 
October 26, i-2pm 
/ 
details and additional events, please go to www.jmu.edu/cgapp/gem 
'Q L.      Call the College of Graduate and Professional Programs 
UNIVERSITY. at 568.6131 for more information 
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Relationships: 
Do they ever 
break out of 
the mold? 
BY GEARY COX 
senior writer 
I always sit down with some of the female 
editors before I write this column. We discuss 
ideas and I come away with an assignment. 
For this column. Cheryl, the Variety edi- 
tor, asked, "Do we always date the same per- 
son?" To which I responded. "Yes and no." 
My good friend, sophomore Adam 
Lowe, answered the question with a 
resounding "no." Of the dozen or so girls 
he's dated, Lowe said that no two were the 
same. Some have been intellectual, some 
have been creative — each girlfriend's per- 
sonality and, thus, relationship dynamic 
has been different, Lowe said. 
"I think, at this point in our lives, ifs 
about experimenting — it's too early to limit 
ourselves to one personality," he said. 
I'm not much for dating, mostly because 
I have "the one" — a perfect soulmate — 
already defined and pictured in my mind. 
Despite my lack of enthusiasm for commit- 
ment, I see two dear reasons why we date the 
same person: Intent and mental connection. 
First, we begin looking with intent for a 
mate with a small — or large — list of crite- 
ria. On some items, we compromise and on 
some, we don't. For example, I like blondes, 
but also am open to variety if there are other 
redeeming qualities in an individual. 
/ have "the one" — a perfect 
soulmate — already defined 
and pictured in my mind. 
Intent is the simplest reason because 
everyone has a fundamental understand- 
ing of what a good mate should be. People 
like Lowe have demonstrated they are 
more willing to make exceptions when it 
comes to dating. 
Of course we find ourselves dating the 
same person if we demand a strict set of 
criteria from everyone we date. If I always 
look for blonde intellectuals and never 
look at a brunette, it's certain that a pat- 
tern will develop. 
For each quality and characteristic over 
which you refuse to compromise — hair 
color, for example — you increase the num- 
ber of similar qualities and characteristics 
seen in your boyfriends or girlfriends 
Mental connections are strongest in the 
aftermath of a breakup We ponder why the 
relationship didn't work. 
Questions like these are leading questions 
— they assume that every relationship is 
intended to work and that something must 
have gone wrong. Following this train of 
thought, we then wonder what that some- 
thing was. Then we begin to see trends in our 
relationships. Stop thinking like this. 
These trends are born because we 
want them to be there We look for rea- 
sons and end up inventing them. Anyone 
can find a theme if they look hard enough 
— but these themes are not credible. 
People like Lowe, who are more open to 
experimentation, are less likely to see trends 
in their dating history. But this doesn't mean 
they are happier than the rest of us. 
My conception of the perfect partner 
is someone who will complete me (par- 
don the reference to Doctor Evil) — who 
will complement and compensate for my 
shortcomings. My perfect partner will 
have incredible patience and empathy 
for others and will go round-for-round 
with me in an intellectual argument. 
Sure, gentlemen (like me) prefer blondes, 
but they don't always marry them. 
Maybe we've been dating the same 
people, and maybe we've been connecting 
dots — that's for you to decide. 
I hear many people bemoan being in rela- 
tionship with liars, cheaters and all manner 
of bad people. The trends gain credibility, but 
really just call for action. 
No one should demean themselves by 
always being in painful relationships. I don't 
offer my sympathy to anyone who willingly 
stays in a destructive relationship for these are 
the worst of all relationships 
The argument has been made that some peo- 
ple like the distress, but someone with a doctorate 
in psychology should challenge the assumption. 
Break from the 
Ordinary 
MaaaBBaBBBal 
KEVAN MACTVTJUifiuer f hiayaWr 
Seniors Sarah Barnes and Heather Davis look over the new exhibits at Zlrkle Houss Gallery that opened Monday. Artwork Includ- 
ed twos sett-portraits by senior Kathryn Qariano (above) and photographs by professional artist Alexandria Ssarli. 
BY CARA PUGLIESE 
contributing writer 
Stepping in from the rain. I lowered my 
umbrella to a view of an array of artwork. It 
seemed that the atmosphere at Zirkle House 
Gallery was perfect to reaDy appreciate and 
be submerged its art exhibits. 
Despite the bad weather, Zirkle Ffouse was 
particularly crowded this past Monday. The 
annual auction, which began Monday raises 
money to mamtain and upkeep the house 
"We have smaller prints, a few pho- 
tographs, some ceramic pieces and 
woven and handmade pieces [for sale]," 
said Sarah Voyts, Zirkle House Gallery 
Director. Voyts explained that everyone 
is eligible for the auction, whether it's 
donating art or contributing money. 
The auction is ideal for students on a 
budget, with auction bids starring at $1. 
"Three or four bidders bid on each item," 
Hoyt said. "We make a couple dollars on 
each piece, and we shoot for about $100 to 
be raised during the auction." 
The second room of the house dis- 
plays the photography of Alexandria 
Searls, a professional artist who chose the 
Jefferson Bible as her subject. The photos 
all are closeup black and white from vary- 
ing angles, causing the words and pages 
to be in various focuses. The Jefferson 
Bible, Searls said, is Thomas Jefferson's 
personal version of the New Testament. 
He cut out the passages of the Bible he 
enjoyed, and left behind the parts with 
which he didn't agree. The photographs 
are fascinating due to their unique com- 
position and simple coloring. 
The final room certainly is the most 
compelling and surprising of the exhib- 
its. Entitled "Is This Whaf s Left?" senior 
Kathryn Gariano displays an exhibit of 
nude self-portraits, making herself the 
canvas in red and white paint. "The nude 
photos and the paint symbolize vulner- 
ability and a sort of painting over my 
true self," Gariano wrote in her exhibit 
description She used white paint to sym- 
bolize purity and red paint to symbol- 
ize the destructive state of temptation. 
Gariano explained that the changes in 
color represent "a change and knowl- 
edge that the self is being destructive." 
Gariano stressed that this exhibit 
is meant to represent the audience, 
not her own personal temptations 
and destruction. "It is not supposed 
to be me that people only relate with; 
I'm just the subject that is shown and 
used. In the show, the self changes 
for everyone that sees it because the 
viewer is the one who is meant to 
imagine the struggles and battles." 
The art auction will continue 
through Oct. 9. "Is This What's Left?" 
will be on display through Oct. 9. The 
Jefferson Bible Photographs will be on 
display through Oct. 18. 
DESSERT: Cookies 
Cookies provide sweet alternative to other desserts 
BY JULIE SIMMONS 
contributing writer 
Ifs late, and college students still are 
up studying. The stores are closed, and 
suddenly it hits — a craving for some- 
thing sweet. This common problem may 
be solved with ingredients already in the 
kitchen — the simple solution is cookies. 
Cookies didn't always start out in the 
easy form they can be in today. A long time 
ago, in order to check oven temperature, 
bakers cooked a small amount of cake 
batter, which they called "koekje." meaning 
"little cake," in Dutch, according to Linda 
Stradleys' book, "I'll Have What They're 
Having — Legendary Local Cuisine." 
These small cakes have evolved from a 
mistake into the modern cookie. 
The origin doesn't really matter, though 
What does matter is that cookies are fun and 
can be easy to make. 
looking 
101 
Original Nestle Toll House chocolate chip 
cookie recipe 
21/4 cups all-purpose flour 
1 teaspoon baking soda 
1 teaspoon salt 
1 cup (2 sticks) butter or margarine, softened 
3/4 cup granulated sugar 
3/4 cup packed brown sugar 
1 teaspoon vanilla extract 
2 large eggs 
1 2/3 cups (Il-oz. pkg.) semisweet chocolate chips 
1 cup chopped nuts 
PREHEAT oven to 375° F. Combine flour, baking soda and salt 
in small bowl. Beat butter, granulated sugar, brown sugar and 
vanilla extract in large mixing bowl until creamy. Add eggs 
one at a time, beating well after each addition. Gradually beat 
in flour mixture Stir in morsels and nuts. Drop by rounded 
tablespoon onto ungreased baking sheets. Bake for nine to 11 
minutes or until golden brown. Cool on baking sheets for two 
minutes Remove cookies to wire racks to cool completely. 
Quick and easy cake cookies 
1 packet yellow cake mix (Pillsbury works well) 
1 /3 cup melted butter or vegetable oil 
Mix above ingredients together until they are of a cookie dough 
i,insistency. This makes a plain cookie mix. Add additional 
ingredients — such as chocolate chips — for your favorite type 
of cookie. Experiment with different types of cake mixes and 
additional ingredients. Place dough on cookie sheet. Bake at 350 
degrees for approximately 10 to 14 minutes. Cooking times vary 
by oven. 
Source: Nestle Toll House 
For more cookie recipes, visit 
www.bhg.com/home/Cookie-Recipes 
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Art walk to display student work 
Look at Duke Hall, Quad, Zirkle House 
Political literature not 'fair and balanced 
Br PAUL ROBERTSON 
contributing writer 
Take a good pair of walking shoes. 
.i oompanion and some artistic appre- 
ciation along for a pleasant evening 
on Friday. 
An art walk through the JMU 
campus and in the downtown 
Harrisonburg area will take place 
on Friday, Oct. 1, from 5. to 8 p.m. 
The walk will include several 
stops at the front of Duke Hall, 
on the Quad, Zirkle House and at 
Sawhill Gallery. 
The Sawhill Gallery will display 
contemporary Cuban art in a com- 
pilation exhibit entitled "No Island 
is an Island: Contemporary Cuban 
Art," according to the school of art 
and art history. 
Exhibits will include paintings 
by Fla vio Garciandia, videos by Juan 
Carlos Alom, printmaking by Belkis 
Ayon, installation by Jose Fors and 
drawing by Carlos Estevez. 
An outdoor sculpture invita- 
lional will be held and will fea- 
ture work by nationally renowned 
sculptors, including Cynthia 
Harper, Steven Siegel, Eric Nelson 
and Mara Scrupe on the Quad and 
in front of Duke Hall. 
Digital photography exhibits 
will be on display by several artists 
at Zirkle House, said junior Cassie 
Ingram, Zirkle House director. 
Senior Kathryn Gariano will dis- 
play a photography exhibit entitled 
''If s What Left.' Her art also will 
be up for auction through Oct. 9 in 
Zirkle House. 
A professional photographer, 
Alexandria Searls, also will nave an 
exhibit, "The Jefferson Bible Series." 
"Everything turned out really 
well last year/Ingram said. "There 
will be a shuttle to take people to all 
of the downtown gallerie." 
Senior artist Shana Sirawatka 
is looking forward to the art walk 
throught town. 
"I m anxious to see the various 
artistic talents of JMU's students," 
Sirawatka said. "The work done by 
the professionals should be inspi- 
rational in nature — I'm highly 
anticipating this show." 
BY K M II KELLOQO 
contributing writer 
As the 2004 presidential 
election draws closer, I've 
notice it almost is impossi- 
ble to enter any bookstore 
without being bombarded 
by a variety of politically- 
based literature. 
Everyone has a 
viewpoint they want 
expressed — Republicans, 
Democrats, journalists, 
historians, radio and tele- 
vision personalities and 
even comedians. One 
begins to wonder — who 
can be taken seriously? 
When I picked up 
a copy of comedian Al 
Franken's "Lies: And 
the Lying Liars Who 
Tell Them — A Fair and 
Balanced Look at the 
Right," I expected a light- 
hearted, satirical look at 
the contemporary politi- 
cal right. What I didn't 
expect, however, was 368 
pages of mudslinging and 
conservative bashing. 
Franken's book is 
not without its merits. 
Franken truly excels is 
in his direct, smart and 
biting sense of humor. No 
prominent conservative 
is safe from his sharp jabs, 
including the current 
Bush administration, 
television personality Bill 
O'Reilly and Franken's 
own personal nemesis 
— Fox News. 
Even Franken's own 
family is not immune to 
his mockery. The anec- 
dotes about his wife, 
children;   and   Harvard 
fellowship students were 
the most enjoyable part of 
the entire book. 
Although Franken 
can be downnght enter- 
taining at times, I found 
his unflinching hatred 
of prominent right-wing 
figures to be utterly 
malicious. His chapters 
include titles such as 'Vast 
Lagoons of Pig Feces: 
The Bush Environmental 
Record," "Bill OReilly: 
Lying, Splotchy Bully," 
and "Ann Coulter: 
Nutcase." If there is one 
thing this book is not, it's 
"fair and balanced." 
But what is most disap- 
pointing is that had he not 
reduced himself to juve- 
nile tactics, Franken could 
have made some valid 
points. Instead, I found it 
difficult to take anything 
he said seriously since his 
views were so skewed. 
Ultimately, Franken cre- 
ates such a hostile tone 
within his book that he 
alienates the reader. 
I now realize that 
Franken did not set out 
to write a kind-natured 
book about the political 
right. I understand that 
his book is intended to be 
funny — that is, if all his 
comments are to be taken 
as jokes. But there is a 
fine line between sarcasm 
used to illustrate a point 
and immersing a reader 
in a complete Dloodbath. 
While "Lies" may cement 
Franken's reputation as 
an entertainer, any hope 
of his book presenting 
him as a reliable political 
writer is lost. 
L lUGB  Aesthetics & Gynecology 
Home to complete gynecological and aesthetic care. 
Laser Hair Removal, Mesotherapy, Skin Rejuvenation, 
Facial Peels, and a Complete Line of Facial Products 
Located al 1992 Medical Avenue Harrisonburg, VA 
All New and Former Patients Welcome 
Call (540) 437-1296 to book your appointment 
Harry G. Camper, III, M J). Beverly Powell, FNP 
University life brings 
new experiences, new relationships, new challenges 
A spiritual viewpoint can help you achieve balance 
in you life.  Visit the website: spirituality.com 
sponsored by the Christian Science Church, in Boston. 
Find comfort, new ideas, chat rooms 24-7-365. 
There is a branch church in Waynesboro. For information 
or if you just need to talk, call 289-5154- 
IWIiDAS 
MIDAS Auto Service Experts 
•Brakes • Mufflers • Alignment • A/C Service 
* Batteries & Starters • Maintenance Services 
•Oil Changes • Belts & Hoses •Tune-Ups 
•Shocks & Struts • State Inspection 
" COMPLETE AUTO SERVICE' 
MONDAY - FRIDAY 7:30AM - 6:00PM 
SATURDAY 7:30AM - 2:00PM 
282 University Blvd.     Harrisonburg, VA 22801       540.432.6623 
^European Day Spa c 0o° 0 O • * °o o 
GET 
50% OFF 
990A Reservoir St. 
Harrisonburg, VA 22801 
432-0734 
















October is Graduate Education Month 
starting with the 
Law School Fair 
Friday October 1st, 2004 
11 p.m. - 2 p.m. 
College Center Ballroom 
Appalachian School of Law 
George Mason University 
Michigan State University 
Pennsylvania State University 
Regent University 
Roger Williams University 
Rutgers Univers.ty 
JMU Pre-Law Pxauxnu 
Tip the scales in your favor. 
Sponsored by Acamdemic Advising 
& Career Developm- 
go to wwwjmu edu'aacd for inl Wfistarn t^yj EngkuvLCoJ^ia 
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BY JESSICA MERRILL 
contributing writer 
The loss of (ayme Langtord 
to graduation leaves some big 
shoes to fill for the women's 
golf team in 2004, but. fortu- 
nately, the Dukes return the 
reigning Colonial Athletic 
Association Player of the Year, 
senior Carol Green. 
"She's very hard to replace. 
1 could always count on her to 
shoot me a good round," coach 
Paul Gooden said of Langford. 
In the CAA Championships, 
Green shot a final round 69 and 
currently is ranked fifth all-time 
at JMU for stroke average with 
a 775. Last season, she recorded 
eight top-20 finishes. 
"Our expectations are pretty 
high, but 1 knew we were going 
to be solid," Gooden said. 
|MU opened its season Sept 
21, rallying from 13 strokes 
behind to win the NAPA River 
Grill Cardinal Cup. 
Senior Meg Davies shot a 72, 
and Green posted a final round 70 
while the team fired a final round 
293, the second-best 18-hole total 
in JMU history to help the Dukes 
earn a come-rrom-behind win in 
Simpsonville, Ky. 
-«  
Our expectations are 
pretty high, hut I knew we 
were going to be solid. 
— Paul Gooden 
women's golf coach 
 99 
Last season, the Dukes were 
held out of the NCAAs due to 
the strength of their schedule 
— or lack thereof. This year, the 
schedule has changed as it has 
the Dukes going up against some 
of the top teams around in the 
University of Tennesse, Louisiana 
State and Auburn University. 
"Our schedule's beefed up 
quite a bit." Gooden said. "Now 
our schedule is where we're play- 
ing a lot of good teams." 
The Dukes have plenty of 
experience to rely on. Green 
was one of five women invit- 
ed to compete in Thailand in 
the off-season playing for the 
United States, where her team 
won an international title. 
"You never know how it feels 
to represent your country until you 
see the flag being raised," Green 
said. 'It still gives me chills." 
Davies also participated in 
summer events, including the 
Virginia State Amateur and 
Women's Eastern tournaments. 
"We need to start out good 
and stay on the top," Green said. 
While team goals tend to 
displace the individual goals of 
players, athletes often hold their 
expectations for themselves in 
the backs of their minds. 
"My main goal is to consis- 
tently stay competing" Green 
said. "Every year I've improved 
here, and this year I want to 
make the big jump." 
Davies said, "We know that 
if we do work hard we're capa- 
ble of going out and beating 
these big teams." 
WOMEN'S SOCCER — VOLLEYBALL- 
Junior forward Kim Arfy'a ACL tear wM aldeHiM har tor tha raat of tea 2004 Mason. 
Dukes fight injury bug 
BY JOHN GALLE 
contributing writer 
The women's soccer team has been 
hit hard. 
This season, the player hit hardest is 
junior forward Kim Argy, who tore her ACL 
during practice and is out for the year. 
"Every team is affected by injuries," 
Argy said. "Other people will step up and 
score when we need to be scoring, and I 
don't think we will be hurt in the long run." 
The injury-riddled Dukes have shown 
no sign of giving up, slowing down or 
even looking back. Despite losing Argy, 
who has led the team in scoring for the past 
two seasons, the team is 5-3-1 in 2004. 
"(Her loss] certainly has an affect on 
the Held and in the team's psyche," coach 
Dave Lornbardo said. "We'd prefer to 
have her on the field, but we know we can 
still win without her." 
The laundry list of injuries on the team 
includes sophomore defender /midfielder 
Lyanne Dupra, who partially tore her ham- 
string, junior goalkeeper Jessica Hussey 
who has been battling ongoing back prob- 
lems and now has a tailbone injury and 
junior midfielder Kariy Skladany, who is 
suffering from shin problems. Also injured 
are sophomore forward Sarah Cebulski 
who sprained her ankle Saturday against 
Loyola College, and freshman defender/ 
midfielder Melanie Schaifer who is nurs- 
ing a muscle pull. 
All players, except Argy, are expected 
to play, Lornbardo said. 
"At this time of the season, vou '11 have a 
lot of musde pulls and contusions through the 
combat of people kicking you," Lornbardo 
said. "We are limiting the practice of some 
players and giving omen the day off." 
Lornbardo mentioned that the Dukes' 
focus never has been put on a particular 
player. In fact to replace Argy at forward, 
Lornbardo instituted a "by committee" 
approach, which has resulted in balanced 
scoring in Arg/s absence. 
"We don't play with just one forward, 
we play with three forwards," Lornbardo 
said. "Sarah Cebulski and [sophomore 
forward /midfielder] Natalie Ewell have 
stepped up; Melanie Schaffer had three 
goals this past week, as a freshman — 
thaf s what we need." 
The injuries have tested both the 
Dukes' depth and the talent of the 
younger players. 
"We still have high expectations as a 
team," Hussey said. "We need other people 
to Step their game up and play well." 
In the long run, the team certainly could 
use a healthy Argy. The best-case scenario 
has her being awarded a redshirt for the 
2004 season and returning for two more 
years starting in 2005. However, Argy may 
not be eligible for redshirt status. 
"I'm one game over the 20 percent rule 
for NCAA," Argy said. "We don't know if 
I'm going to get the redshirt." 
Argy still is guaranteed one more sea- 
son, but the year after remains in question 
Because Argy played in more than 20 
percent of the Dukes' games this season 
her request of what equates to a medi- 
cal redshirt is likely to be rejected by the 
Colonial Athletic Association In that eve, 
Argy and Lornbardo plan to appeal that 
rejection to an NCAA committee. 
"We have to appeal to see if I can 
get the redshirt," Argy said. "We have 
a process going through and hopefully 
I'll get it. We'll see." 
The CAA's decision date is unknown. 
EVIN SHOAP'VnMir photographer 
Junior outside bitter Emilee 
HuMack and JMU are 11 2. 
Dukes off 
to hot start 
BY MATTHEW STOSS 
assistant sports editor 
Chemistry is more than just a 
major — or so it would seem to 
the women's volleyball team. 
"This is a completely differ- 
ent group than we've ever had," 
coach Disa Gamer said. 'Tnere's 
a cohesiveness and they love 
each other to death." 
They would be the 11-2 
Dukes, who are off to their best 
start in six years. 
"I've been reading up, and 
it says this is the best start since 
'97," senior middle blocker 
Kate Fuchs said. "It is definitely 
since I've been here. Life is good 
when you're winning." 
And, as of late, JMU has been 
winning often. 
After Saturday's win over 
Colonial Athletic Association 
foe Virginia Commonwealth 
University, the Dukes have won 
seven straight heading into 
this weekend's match against 
Towson University. 
Last season, the Tigers went 
a perfect 14-0 during the CAA 
regular season before being ujMel 
in the conference tournament. 
"It will be hard, because 
ifs our first real conference 
weekend," junior outside hitter 
Emilee Hussack said. "This will 
be a tough way to start, but it will 
also be good because it will tell 
us where we are and where we 
need to go from here." 
After the Dukes face Towson 
see JMU, page 14 
FOOTBALL 
JMU returns home for Atlantic 10 battle 
FILE PHOTO 
Radsftirt aanior quarterback Matt LaZotta drop* back to 
pass atalnat Wast Virginia University last waakand. 
BY JAMES IRWIN 
sports editor 
For the first time in near- 
ly a month, the JMU football 
team returns to Bridgeforth 
Stadium when the Dukes host 
the Hofstra University Pride 
Saturday night at 6 p.m. 
The Dukes face the daunting 
task of shutting down Hofstra's 
high profile offense. The Pride, 
led by quarterback Bobby Seek, 
scored 63 points last week 
against the University of Rhode 
Island. Coach Mickey Matthews 
stressed the need for his defense 
to give Seek different looks. 
"You have to mix it up," 
Matthews said. "Good quarter 
backs will figure you out if you 
show them the same thing twice." 
The game's most intrigu- 
ing battle likely will be JMU's 
defensive line against Hofstra's 
offensive front five. 
"Their offensive line is out- 
standing," Matthews said. "You 
have to put pressure on their 
quarterback or eLse he can sit 
back and pick you apart." 
Trie Dukes lead the all-time 
series with Hofstra, 3-2, includ- 
ing a 23-20 win last season on 
redshirt senior quarterback Matt 
LeZotte's gan^wmning touch- 
down pass to redshirt sopho- 
more wide receiver D.D. Boxley 
in the game's final minute 
Last weekend, redshirt soph- 
omore running back Alvin Banks 
ran the ball a season-high 30 
times, a result of redshirt sopho- 
more running back Maurice 
Fenner's shoulder injury. 
Should Fenner be unavail- 
able again. Matthews plans to use 
redshirt junior Raymond Hines 
in the backfield with Banks. 
"Maurice is trying to prac- 
tice," Matthews said. "I like 
having a fresh tailback in the 
game in the fourth quarter. If 
Maurice can't go, we'll play 
Hines with AB." 
Both teams are 2-1 over- 
all and 1-0 in the Atlantic 10 
t onterence. IMU is ranked No. 
25 nationally in this week's 
Sports Network poll. 
MEN'S GOLF 
Men's golf relies on leadership, experience 
Barry Loodarea la ona or tour 
ii^pn on tha Dukaa' roatar. 
BY JESSICA MERRILL 
contributing writer 
Scoring complications 
turned into disqualification for 
the Dukes at the Raising Cane 
Classic in Hattiesburg, Miss., 
on Sept. 20 and 21. but coach 
Paul Gooden and his team 
have deemed it an unfortunate 
learning experience. 
"It was in preparation for 
this year and didn't count 
against us," senior Jason 
Robertson said. 
The men's golf team is full 
of veterans, but experience 
isn't always everything. 
"We have a lot oj experi- 
1 
ence, but we have to raise our 
scores better," Gooden said. 
"Our guys are going to have to 
step it up a little bit." 
Relying on seniority and 
leadership, the men's team has 
plenty of it to go around. With 
four out of six players being 
seniors, those upperdassmen are 
expected to perform on a slight- 
ly different playing ground. 
"Those four seniors need 
to play on a little bit different 
level; we have to be shooting 
par or under to be shooting 
competitively," Gooden said. 
Senior co-captain Barry 
Londeree is expected to act as a 
guide for the season, reaching 
the skills that he's learned over 
the years to underclassmen. 
"He's the captain. He's going 
be one of the leaders on the team," 
Gooden said of Londeree. 
Cii-i-.ipt.nn Robertson also 
is there for guidance. He used 
his time over the summer to 
participate in amateur tourna- 
ments, but also to set goals for 
himself and the team for the 
season to come. 
"1 want to keep playing 
better every year, and play 
more," Robertson said. "I 
want to help the team to bet- 
ter in scoring and get back to 
the NCAA regional." 
The    golfers    used     the 
summer to improve their 
strokes by participating in 
amateur tournaments, as 
well as focusing on skills that 
needed improvement from 
past seasons. 
"Putting is a short game 
that you can always work 
on," Londeree said. "And, 
of course, management, and 
driving the ball." 
Along with the practiced 
seniors, some underclassmen 
are stepping up to the chal- 
lenge as well. Submitting a 
final round 77, but not card- 
ing a total score due to a 
scoring mishap earlier in the 
Raising   Cane   Tournament, 
freshman Michael Chupka 
got off to a rocky start. 
Despite some bad luck, 
his coaches said Chupka will 
become a valuable player for 
the team. 
"He's going to be a great 
player for us," Gooden said. 
"That [tournament) won't 
hurt us — it's kind of like we 
never played." 
Londeree said. "We showed 
that we could shoot some good 
scores, we just need to be con- 
sistent as a team." 
The Dukes will be back 
in action Oct. 4 and 5 in 
the |oe Agee Invitational in 
Richmond. 
MM mm 
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JMU: Dukes win seven straight 
JMU,fmmpax? 11 
Friday, they will turn around to take on 
CAA rival George Mason University Satur- 
day. Both games are away from the home 
confines of Sindair Gymnasium in Godwin 
Hall, where the Dukes have won 13 in a row 
dating back to last season. 
"The record to me is nice," Garner said. 
"If s great to have the wins. However, the 
bottom line for us is getting them ready for 
conference play." 
Currently, Towson sits at 9-6 and 
GMU's record stands 5-4. 
"We're going to be ready for them," 
Fuchs said. "We've become a pretty good 
team on the road, more so than any other 
year I've been here and we don't care 
what jersey the other team has, we want 
to beat everyone." 
So far, I Ml has managed to beat most 
— a luxury that allows for the application 
of an old sports convention — you're only 
as good as your bench. 
"The bench is often where the people 
are who really pull things out for you," 
Gamer said. "Because when you want to 
change and do something a little different. 
they are the ones who have to step up." 
The Dukes have lost only to the Univer- 
sity of Charlotte and Texas State this sea- 
son. Their first loss came against the 49ers 
in the Charlotte SpringHill Suites Tour- 
nament and Madison dropped a match 
against TSU in the Cenhirytel/ Honda 
Classic Invitational in San Marcos, Texas. 
"We've had so many roles change," 
Hussack said. "And now people are 
stepping into them. It will have a posi- 
tive effect that we'll see once we start 
conference play." 
Fuchs, who is averaging 1.15 blocks 
per game and has 424 for her career, is 
nearing the JMU career blocks record of 
453 set by Debbi Prince (1992-'95). She 
specifically believes in chemistry beyond 
the labs of Miller Hall. 
"This is the best team we' ve had since I've 
been here, because we have the best chemis- 
try," Fuchs said. "And 1 think chemistry is 
the most important aspect of any team." 
JMU does not return home until Oct 8 
when they face Hofstra University at 7 pm 
"This team knows how to fight," Fuchs 
said. "We don't sit down and we're not go- 
ing to give up." 
NY GUMS M 
KKUM City M 
T'HU;  WEEKEND   IN   JMU   ATHLETICT 
.VI      Soccn vs TOWSON 
7 PM 
_pw Prices -    Best Food - Low. Low, Low Prices - Best F«x 
"T China Express 
\ Free Delivery (540) 568-9899  J 
i?   Clov ArmntnH Sun-Thu until 1am    o u.  Flex Accepted        & Fri.Sat unti, 2am   * 
Super Combo 
Give yourself a break.' 
Avoiding every mirror you pass? Is your medicine 
cabinet bunting with pills and lotions thai promised 
to clear you acne, but are ineffective? 
Forget the old remedies your parents used to try... 
and take a look at a brand new, breakthrough 
medical device that gets to the root of your acne 
problem. The Clearlight system breaks the barrier 
and destroys the mosl common bacteria causing 
your acne 
CUUtit/y/,/ 
k MEADOU/CREST E.N.T. 
(Zpacial "ioosmelic ''foenler 
C. Wayne Gates, M.D. 
(540) 433-9399 
(866) 617-9399 (Toll Free) 
3360 Emmaus Road 
Harrisonburg.VA 22801 
SC1   Chicken Broccoli 
SC2   Pork, Chicken, Beef or Shrimp Chow Mein 
. SC3   Sweet and Sour Chicken 
SC4   Sweet and Sour Pork 
SC5   Moo Goo Gai Pan 
* SC6   Chicken with Garlic Sauce 
* SC7   Hunan Chicken 
SC8   Pork with Mixed Vegetables 
SC9   Mixed Chinese Vegetables 
• SC10 Hunan Vegetables 
SC11 Chicken with Cashew Nuts 
« SC12 Kung Pao Chicken 
• SC13 Szechuan Chicken 
SC14 Almond Chicken 
•SC15 Hunan Beef 
SC16 Pepper Steak 
SC17 Beef with Broccoli 
* SC18 Szechuan Beef 
SC19 Jumbo Shrimp with Lobster Sauce 
SC20 Shrimp with Mixed Vegetables 
* SC21 Hunan Shrimp 
SC22 Triple Delight 
• SC23 General Tso's Chicken 
SC24 Sesame Chicken 
SC25 Four Seasons 
SC26 Pork, Chicken, Beef, or Shrimp Lo Mein 
SC27 Chicken with Vegetables 
• SC28 Orange Flavored Chicken 
* Indicates Spicy (can be altered to taste) 
BEST 
CHINESE! 
Voted 11 by The 
Breeze readers for 
Hburg's Hot List 
only Qj^ 
All come with 
Sweet and Sour Chicken 
Spring Roll 
8 oz. Plain Fried Rice 
and choice of soup: 
Wonton, 
Egg Drop. 
or Hot and Sour 
and don't forget.. 
25c Cheese Wontons 
(limit 2 wiHi $15 purchase) 
Lunch Special $3.95 and up 
China Express 
1031 Port Republic Rd 
Menu, Specials and Map Found On 
GoLookOrtCom 
on MOT 'MO-) - pooj j'sag - saoud /won «o-| 'MO-) - pooj 
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CLASSIFIEDS 
ARTMENT FOR RENT Downtown 
(lio    apt     $400   (540)    433-7325. 
SOLT11V1EW     SI It 
imate   needed Spring SaneMer   S3*6 
Imonlh Male or Ferule (571)214-5058 
B \l' 11 M>IN(i! $250/da> Potential 
No experience necessary. Training 
provided     (W*,)    965-652(1    Ext.    212 
Colng \hro»d Spring Sewtttnf 
i The Breeze OanHid Aft to fr*j lomeone 
toHbHew! 
ir« never too eart) to go onkte to 
place vour ad todtyl! 
H-M-H'. thebreeze. org 
MAKE YOUR OWN HOTRS \li 
you do it sell ihe Hawaiian Tropic 
Break 2005 Travel Program Represent 
■n Amcncan Express "Student 
Travel" company, guaranteed highcM 
coninmsion. tree trip* and great for 
resume. Your pay equals your cllorts 
American Student Vacation*, 1-800- 
336-2260.       *-»•* amtTkan\tuJent info 
RESPONSIVE MANAGEMENT A 
.MIJIIIC luiural resource research Arm is 
hinng polite, professional,reliable people 
to conduct telephone research surveys (no 
sales) Bilingual'Spanish interviewers 
also needed. Check our website at 
KM *■ ri>\i>un\i\i'mantixememt.com. 
Port-time to full-time hour*. Sunday- 
Friday 4 p.m.- V p.m . Saturday 12 p.m.- 
5 pm   Apply  at   130 Franklin  Street. 
I S IIRTAINMENT WANTED. 
Spanky's is looking for light acoustical 
entertainment to play Thursday 
through  Saturday  night   Call  Spanky. 
1*40)    s:<l-614i    or    (540)    144-H»VI 
JMUOHFCAMPl S.COM H the only 
website with free links to the majority 
of the JMC housing available for 
2005-2006 Sec how easy it ts to he 
a   Mnan   shopper   JMUoffcamf<u\ com 
FOR SALE 
l-M HI \/l R I I Black 20k miles, pwr. 
nroof, 78,000 mile nt warr. excellent 
$16,000   obo  (540)   271-1624 
PLASS   HLtXKS   FOR   SALE   $2.00 
■CD   -   Build   »helvc»   (540)   810-1000 
[fORSE BOARDING 10 min ftoeaJMU 
t miles off Pt   Republic Road. Riding 
fing available Call 434-M550 alter 5 p m 
■LP WANTED 
I \Pl KM \< (I) SERVERS 
WANTED     lunch   and   dinner   shifts 
■Apply at Macondo's, next to LowVl 
CAN YOU REALY MAKE MONEY 
taking Surveys from Home? Find 
out    at    immlhtktkti&m'vtjiUMm 
CHANELLO'S PIZZA Phone operator 
piz/a maker* wanted. Fast-paced, fun 
work environment. Need a ride to 
work? We will pick you up' Must be 
available Fn or Sat night Must be able 
to work LATE (open until 4am). Part time 
available Great pay and food discounts. 
PLEASE DO NOI I Ml MORI 10 
\rm   Cal  271-0432, uk  for  Pat 
<;EI PAID TO HI! l> 
YOl R PORTFOLIO! 
V\ rlteri & photographers aeeded! 
E-mail ihe hrtezt^miteJu 
today lo gel Marled' 
MAKE MONEY TAKING SURA I >s 
Earn $I0-$I25 for Surveys. Earn 
$25-$250 for Focus Groups. Visit 
WWW ca\h4\tut/enti com/hrttit 
MAKE MONEY,    SURVEYS    Make 
Money at    Home    Taking    Surveys'' 
K   this posiible.'   Find   out   the   Truth 
at www. 7hahAbimtSw\ i 
■DANCERS    WANTED    for    Paradise 
■ Citv        Excellent      opportunity      to 
■ make    $500    to    $1,000    per    »«k 
|call     Mike     at     (540)     271-1428 
I HANELLO'S PIZZA Delivery D 
Needed. Musi have own car wHh clean 
driving record and insurance. 1 Icxiblc 
scheduling to work around claw times 
PARI--IIME WORK AVAILABLE. MUM 
be available to close either Fn or Sal. 
iime 4am)CASHPAIDDAILY!! 
iverage over $100 per shill In 
APPLY CALL 2714)632. ASK FOR PAT 
TAKING ONLINE SURVEYS MAKES 
YOL   $75'    www.GttPaiJroThiHk.am 
i'l OHK i \SSISI\M Uaktaf lot 
energetic person with attention to details 
Person needed to assist with clerical 
tasks such at filing, typing, answering 
phone and running errands 10 hnvwk, 
Moo-Frl, flexible hrs. (all between 
l2.»pmAskfnrShclley.(540)434-55l3 
WANTED DI"ERS AND "OM"ERS 
If you participated in Destination 
Imagination or Odytsy of the Mind in 
High School, and would like io become 
a part of a University team. LET US 
KNOW email am<irvm(ajmu r.K 
(540) 255-3430 
$450 GROUP FIJNDRUMK 
Scheduling Bonus - 4 hours of your 
group's time PLUS our tree (yes, free) 
fundraising solutions EQUALS $1,000- 
$2,000 in earnings for your group. Call 
TODAY for a $450 bonus when you 
schedule your non-sales fundraiser 
with        Campus Fundraiser Contact 
CampusFundraiser, (888) 923-3238. 
or      visit     HwwcampuifunUraistr.atm. 
YOGA IS MORE THAN FITNESS 
Classes now forming that will stretch 
your mind as well as your body. 
»"> ayoodurrlch com 830-5077. 
JMUOFFCAMPUS.COM   is   the  most 
complete source of studcni properties 
Erce.nut.andnotogmrequired. Whygive 
your personal info when all you want is 
\tuus\n\;infiyrmiuion''JUUo/fcampiu com 
SHOW YOUR CLASSIC STY1 I Want 
a great look that's easy and perfect for 
every day? Call me for a Color 101 
Classic Look you'll love. It's everything 
you need color coordinated and 
illustrated to create a simply beautiful 
look. Try it free today! Carolyn Jones 
Mary Kay Independent Beauty Consultant 
wHwmmiay.am/ajoms (540)433-8005. 
ADOPTION Devoted childless couple 
wishes to adopt infant. Willing to pay 
medical A legal expenses Csll Matt 
A.   Retail   collect   at   (703)   573-5140 
SPRING BREAK 2005 Travel 
with STS. America's *l Student 
Tour Operator to Jamaica, Cancun. 
Acapulco. Bahamas and Florida. Now 
hiring on-campus reps Call for group 
discounts. Information Reservations 
1-800-648-4849.       www.xttiwtl.com 
SPRING BREAK 2065 < halkarr 
Find a bener price' 
Lowest prices, free meals, hottest panics' 
November tab deadline1 
Hiring reps - cam free trips and cash' 
**M <i#npi*Aav aim      I-WO426-77I0 
SPRING BREAK »l Spring Break 
Vacations' Cancun. Jamaica. Acaculco. 
Bahamas. Florida A Costa Rica. 
Campus Reps Wanted! Free Meals! 
KOO-234-7007 emMattammertours com 
C AMPUS REPS! SPRING BREAKERS! 
Earn money or discount for all the hot 
Spring Break tnps! New: Las Vegas. 
Puerto Vallana 28 years of Student 
Travel. Iwo free trips - 15 travelers. 
l-866-SPRINGBreak X66-7"'7^642. 
*ww.uiaMpr,nxhrtak   com 
Ktorwae.cmi*rsptxh 
i HTi. •-111 J i iTffT>TTTl 
Spring Break 
WiciilPamui 
II Hum heal took EdrtU Ruffle. 
'    r 1 ' 
fin Win 
SfKMVCOiti IflSI Sm 
BAHAMAS SPRING BREAK Celebrity 
Cruise' 5 Days from $279! Includes 
meals, port-taxes, exclusive beach parties 
with 20* of your favorite tv celebrities 
as seen on Real World, Road Rules. 
Bachelor' Great beaches, nightlife 
Santa award winning company! 
WWM SpringBrtakTravel com. 
I    -800-67K-6386. 
SPRING BREAK! CANCUN. 
APAPUCO. JAMAICA From $459 • 
tax. Florida S15°! Our Cancun Prices are 
$ 100 less than others' Book now' Inc ludes 
breakfasts, dinner Ethics award winning 
company. View 500 hotel reviews and 
videos at www. SprtriftBrtakTrawl i MR. 
.-nM-t>7»dlri»  
■I SPRING BREAK WEBSITE! 
Lowest prices guaranteed' 
Eree meals' 
Book 11 people, get 12th trip free' 
Group discounts for 6* 
-1»« SivingBtakDItcuunls torn 
1-800-8 3 K- 8202 
p.ac« a f(fo nd fn TV Br*&*\ 
Visit www.thebreeze.org 
to check out prices and to 
place your ad today!* 





SPANKYS 8 AM TO 12 PM 7 DAYS A WEEK 
* NEW MANAGEMENT • FREE PARKING AFTER 5PM 
* NEWLY RENOVATED • JAC CARD ACCEPTED 
* - NEW MENU -       • 9-12PM 1/2 PRICE APPETIZERS 
• GREAT PEPSI DRINK SPECIALS DAILY 
DAVID NARM - 
ACOUSTIC ENTERTAINMETN YOUR FAVORITE 
MUSIC 9-12 PM GREAT EARLY BIRD SPECIALS 
STARTING ON SUNDAY OCT. 3RD 
9-12 AM POETRY SLAMS 
COME OUT AND ENJOY SOME GREAT READINGS! 
I 
BUY ONE SANDWICH,      I 
GET ONE OF EQUAL VALUE   I 
(LIMIT ONE COUPON PER 2 CUSTOMER) 
60 WEST WATER STREET 434-7647 
MT. SIDNEY ANTIQUES 
Dirccl from Sergei Posad. St. Pelersberg. Peterhof and likaterinburg, 
in a gallery selling, over 500 paintings ( o.o.c., watcrcolor, gouache 
& pastel), framed and untrained.    All original work and artist signed. 
Also a selection of Russian Student work 
Landscapes, seascapes.portraits, still life, floral, botanical, 
animal, political and whimsical 
Visit our smaller gallery at The l-actory Antique 
Mall, Verona, Va. which is open 7 days a week 
OPEN Sandays 1  Io 5 (Browsers Welcome) 
2 .MS U.S.11, Across from post office. Ml.Sidney, Va. 
The Sisters of^_ 
"DELTA GAMMA 




New (Member Class! 
Vrta/fa 
'?. Mr &> 
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^to JMU ST^ 
% 
Join your fellow students and proud alumni 
in James Madison University's 
NEW, ORIGINAL, and UNIQUE 
football tradition: 
THE STREAMER TRADITION 
1. Get to all football games 30 minutes early. 
2. Pick up your streamers. 
3. Throw the streamers high and proud as JMU 
runs onto the field. 
4. See the sky filled with Purple and Gold! 
JMU IS CURRENTLY # 1 IN THE 7H0 
LET'S DEFEND OUR TURF! 
^ Go "DUKES * 
Streamers will ONLY be 
used for non rain frames. 
f 
'JLk 
Paid for and sponsored by the proud students 
and alumni of James Madison University. 
